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We apologize for our carelessness and mistakes and express the most gratitude to the referee for raising these important questions.

Based on these valuable comments, firstly, the model description section will be rewritten, and we all authors will discuss it again to make sure the reliability and accuracy of final results. Particularly, the splitting of pressure method and nonhydrostatic algorithm are going to be introduced more clearly. We will also add all boundary conditions including the top and bottom boundaries. Secondly, the ORCTM’s advantages over other nonhydrostatic ocean models are going to be discussed and pointed out in the final part of this paper. Thirdly, we also attempt to search for other direct observations attesting the correctness of ORCTM simulation as well as the typical laboratory observations that we use from Michallet and Ivey (1999). Finally, we will take the referee’s all suggestions and make professional proofreading of our text carefully.